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iABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to provide the finding
I
to the management of Bank of Ayudhya to improve the
internet banking service. This stjudy investigated the 
feedback from the customer in terms of satisfaction,
customer attitude, and the correlation between the
frequency of Internet banking usage and demographic data
such as age, gender, monthly income, education, and
I
education. '
t
Questionnaires were used to 'collected data from a
I
total of 123 respondents. They were comprised of 53.7
I
percent male and 46.3 percent female. The sample population
I
range in ages from seventeen to fifty-five.
The research results show as follows: The
i
respondents' attitude towards Internet banking service was
I
one of moderate approval. The customer satisfaction with
I
Internet banking service was concluded to be high. No
l
correlation was reported between gender, and educational
level of customers and the frequency of Internet banking
usage. However, customer's age, income level and occupation
I
correlated to the frequency of Internet banking usage.
iii
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CHAPTER ONE1
I
INTRODUCTION
i
Internet banking has become the new service channel 
that offers services to customers1 with more convenience via 
banks' web sites twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
i
week. From the bank's view point/ implementation ofII
Internet banking service will leajd to cost reductions,
I
improve customer service and create long term profit for 
the banks (Rotchanakitumnuai and Speece, 2003) . Moreover,i
Internet banking also results in 'fast and convenient
■1
service to customers. ]
I
Many banks in Thailand initiated and transformedi
electronic-based banking service to Internet banking in 
order to capture an emerging customer group in the internet
market. Since 1995, Internet has become less expensive and
more easily available for customers to access information,
exchange products and services world wide from their
i
personal computers and modems at home and/or work. The
i
increasing number of the Internet; customers and demand for
I
payment via the Internet had an impact on banking service
provided by many banks and forced! them to extend their
j
banking services to customer on the Internet (Ongkasuwan
1
I!
and Tantichattanon, 2002). Thai hanks that have implemented 
internet banking presently provide very similar services 
such as the ability to check acco'unt balances, request
statements, transfer money, pay loans/bills, foreign
i
exchange, global transfer, and stop payment of check 
i
(Rotchanakitumnuai and Speece, 20j03) .
Competition in the Thai banking industry has been
I
increasing in recent years. Consequently, keeping existing 
I
I •customers as well as attracting new ones is a critical
IIconcern (Akhter, 2004). Analyzing customer feedback with
I
respect to customer attitude and 'satisfaction allows banks
l
to assess their services and products in order to gain a
I
competitive advantage. |
j
Customer satisfaction has be,en perceived as a major
i
concern; it is widely accepted that a business must
i
concentrate on pursuing service qhality to achieve customer
satisfaction because survival of 'the business greatly
idepends on that satisfaction (Nauman, 1995).
i
I
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i
I
Statement of the Problems
The purpose of this study is; to provide a summary of
iI
findings to the management of the] Bank of Ayudhya to enable 
management to improve its Interne^ banking service
I
(KrungsriOnline). I
I
In order to improve.the Intetnet banking service, the
i
feedback from the customers in te'rms. of satisfaction and
I
I
customer attitude need to be investigated. It will help the
banks understand how prepared they are so they can make
l
necessary adjustments and/or improvements to this service. 
Purpose of thje Study
I
The purpose of this research] is as follows:
I
1. To evaluate customers attitudes toward Internet
J
banking service. J
i
2. To determine the degree of customer satisfaction
1
with respect to Internet Ranking service.
I
3. To examine the correlation between the frequency of
■ I
Internet banking usage and demographic data such as 
age, gender and education.]
i
The study seeks to answer the following questions:
RQ1 What attitudes do customers have toward the
I
Internet banking service?
3
IRQ2 How satisfied are customers with the Internet
I
banking service? [
I
RQ3 Is the frequency of Internet banking Usage 
related to the demographical data?
Organization of the Study
This project was divided into five chapters. This
chapter provides a background of the research, statement of
i
problems, purpose of the study, research question,
i
hypothesis., and organization of the study. Chapter two
i
provides the literature review co'ntaining background of the 
banking industry in Thailand and jother principles in
I
customer satisfaction are reviewed- Chapter three describes
I
the methodology used in this study, questionnaire design,
I
sample and data collection and statistical analysis.
I
Chapter four presents the finding' and describes the
analysis of the data. Chapter fiye presents the
i
conclusions, limitations, and reqommendation for further
!
research. 1i
i
■i
Definition of Terms
i
BAY - Bank of Ayudhya Public Company Limited.
i
4
KrungsriOnline - Bank of Ayudhya's Internet banking
I
service.
■ i
Internet banking service - A delivery channel that enables
bank customers to access accpunt and general
information on bank products' and services.
i
Customer Satisfaction - The overa'll attitude a person has
i
about a product after it has, been purchased (Solomon,
i
M.R., 2000) . :
j
Attitude - A person's overall evaluation of a concept. An 
overall evaluation is formed^ when consumers combine
knowledge, meanings, or beliefs. (Peter, J. P., &
I
Olson, J. C., 2001). iI
Demographic Data - Characteristic's of customers that 
includes such information as' age, .gender, annual
I
income, and education. ,
I
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CHAPTER TWO
i
LITERATURE REVIEW!I
!
■I
Background on Bank of Ayudhya
I
Bank of Ayudhya Public Company Limited ("BAY") is the
i
sixth largest domestic commercial' bank in terms of assetI
size in Thailand. " BAY" was established on January 27,1
1945 in Ayudhya Province, once a ^capital city of the Thai
i
Kingdom, and commenced operations, on April 1 in that same
!
year, starting with a capitalization of only 1 million
I
Baht. The bank's headquarters is located at 1222 Rama III 
Road, Bang Phongphang, Yan Nawa, Bangkok 10120. At the end
of 2003, "BAY" had a total of 411, branch offices; 408 are
I
located in Thailand and the remaining three are located
I
abroad in Hong Kong, Vientiane and the Cayman Islands.
■ i
KrungsriOnline. I
KrungsriOnline is BAY'S personalized Internet banking
i
service, which enables customers to manage their personal
finances wherever they may be arohnd the world, and is
i
available in both Thai and English. The available services
1 '
are money transfers, account balance inquiries, bill
payments, and account summaries review. A more advancedI
service available for customers is the ability to schedule
I
II
transfers and/or payments in adva’nce. These services are 
available seven days a week, 24 h'ours a day on any accounts 
registered under KrungsriOnline Service with the exception 
of fixed deposit and loan account, which are only available 
during 05:30am.-11:00pm.
i
Online Service Features i
According to Bank of Ayudhya, Public Company Limited
(2004), KrungsriOnline services are as follows:
• Balance Inquiry - Customers pan inquire about the
i
status of their savings, cur'rent, fixed deposit and
i
loan accounts registered und,er KrungsriOnline Service 
at any time. ' I
• Today and Previous Statement, Summaries - This service
i
offers 24-hour access to previous and today's
I
transaction records of savings, current, fixed deposit
i
and loan accounts registered' under KrungsriOnline
Service. (Except fixed deposit and loan accounts will
be available during 05:30AM-11:00PM)
• Money Transfer to Same Party'Accounts - Money
transfers can be made 24 hours a day from any of the
I
customers' savings or current registered accounts to
J
any of the same party savings, current and fixed
7
deposit accounts including loan accounts. There is no
amount limit placed on same party transfers. (Except
fixed deposit and loan accounts will be available
i
during 05:30AM-11:00PM)
• Money Transfer to Third Party Accounts - Money
transfers can be made from savings or current
I
registered accounts to any same bank third party
savings, current and/or fixed deposit accounts
I
including loan accounts - 24J hours a day. A THB 
100,000 limit is placed on third party transfers per
day per User ID and as a security measure for
transfers of an amount equal,to or greater than THB
i
50,000, the system will prompt the user for the
I
password to verify account ownership.
i
• Scheduled Transfers - Advance money transfer
i
scheduling from savings or current accounts registered
under Krungsrionline Service]can be made to an
unlimited number of savings,:current, fixed deposit
and/or loan accounts up to 6'months in advance. There
are many types of frequencies offered, such as one
i
time, weekly, and monthly. The program will activate
8
'the scheduled transfer at 9:00 AM on each transaction
date. 1
• Bill Payments - KrungsriOnline Service enables 24-hour
i
flexibility to pay online for the purchase of products
]
and services to the biller such as mobile phone,
i
pager, credit card payment etc., by debiting funds
i
from the current or saving accounts registered under
i
KrungsriOnline Service. Payment equaling or exceeding
THB 20,000 will prompt for the password input to
i
verify account ownership. Online bill payments must
l
not exceed THB 200,000 per day per User ID.
i
• Scheduled Payments - Advanceipayment scheduling for
goods and services from savings or current accounts
registered under KrungsriOnline Service can be made
I
for 6 months in advance withifrequencies such as one
!
time, weekly, monthly^ and so on. The program willI
activate scheduled payment at 9:00 AM on the
transaction date. ,
I
• Scheduled Transfer and Bill Payment History - These
I
services can be accessed 24 hours a day.
i
• Checking Services - On a 24-hour basis, inquiries can
be made on the status of checks to determine if they
9
have been paid, remain unpaijd or have been stopped.
i
This service also allows customers to stop check
l
payment online. I
I
.1
• Alerts - An automated warning system for the account
l
balance has been made available with KrungsriOnline
i
■Service. Customers, simply indicate the level of 
account balance for which a reminder is required; a
message will automatically be forwarded into the
j
customer's email account or shown on KrungsriOnline
i
.web site after 8:20 AM. on ekch day.
i
• Bank Rates - Free of charge service includes general
financial information, interest rates and
i
computational tables for deposits, loans rates are
available for financial planning.
4
• Profile - With the KrungsriOnline Service, customers
'I
can update their personal information online such as
address, salary and occupation. Customers can also add
l
I
or delete the account(s) registered under
I
KrungsriOnline Service by clicking the "Update Account
i
Information" button. To inquire or change the pseudo
I
name of a specific account, customers click the
■i"Account Pseudo Name Query" button. To discontinue
10
IKrungsriOnline Service, custbmers click the "Cancel 
KrungsriOnline Service" button.
I
i
Internet Banking In Thailand
The Thai Banking industry hah changed substantially in
t
recent years. Thai banks faced severe competition from
foreign banks as well as other financial institutions. Many 
Thai banks have been striving to pompete within the banking 
and non-banking financial serviced sector by providing
i
better services, offering wider choices with lower cost to
customers, and improving their performance.
i
To improve performance, bank's in Thailand have
i
implemented Internet banking as a( new online service
ichannel since 1997. The first four Thai banks: Thai FarmersI
1
Bank, Siam Commercial Bank, Bank of Asia, and Krung Thai
l
Bank launched Internet banking service as a means of
reducing waiting time, errors, coht .and improve customer
satisfaction (Ongkasuwan & Tantichattanon, 2002). The
1
Internet banking features are quite similar across the
■I
several banks, such as balance Iniguiry, money transfers, 
bill payment, request statements, ( and checking services. 
Some services are available 24-hour such as bill payment,
11
and checking service, while some transaction services have
I
an access time period.
i
According to Ongkasuwan and Tantichattanon (2002),
awareness of Internet banking in Thailand is very low
because Thai culture places much more value on strong
i
interpersonal relationships in business. They recommended
i
that all banks should increase promotion of Internet
i
banking services awareness and understanding to local
customers in Thailand.
Rotchanakitumnuai and Speecg (2003) conducted a
i
gualitative study in Thailand to ilook into the barriers to
I
I
the adoption of Internet banking., They found that the users
of Internet banking have more, confidence in the reliability
of the system, whereas non-users ,are much more service
conscious, and do not trust financial transactions made via
Internet channels. In addition, they suggest that
integrating Internet services into interpersonal services
I
would be a more attractive and effective way of stronger
means of promoting online banking in Thailand rather than
i
just rely on self-service options over the Internet.
I
12
Internet Banking Activity
I
J
According to the Internet.Banking Guideline (ISACA,
I
2003), a bank can perform Internet activity in one or more
l
of the following ways: 1
1 
!
• Informational - This is the basic level of Internet
i
1
banking which is used mainly1 as an information 
presentation medium. The web! site is used to support,
but not to replace a company/s main business
l
activities. The banks only offer information about
I
their products and services (on the web sites.
-i
• Communicative - This type of! Internet banking system
i
allows some interaction between the bank's system and
!
the customer such as account' inquiry, loan
I
applications and electronic mail.
!
• Transactional - At this levejl of Internet banking, the
i
i
customers can directly execufe transactions with
I
financial implications. Examples, include bill
I
payments, and electronic funds transfer.
I
i
Attributes of Intefcnet Banking
!
i
The characteristics of Internet banking that are
i
perceived as important by custome'rs in determining
satisfaction are as follows: ,
13
• Convenience - Convenience is, the primary benefit
sought by customers (Kekre, Krishman, & Srinivasan,
1.
2003). Customer satisfaction! increases when customersI
enjoy the convenience of accessing their accounts at 
any time. (Jamal & Nasser, 2(003) .
• Ease of use - This factor reflects the usability ofiI
the website during customer navigation. If the website
is easily accessible, customers can access information
faster, encouraging them to continue to use the
I
service (Rotchanakitumnuai &(Speece, 2003). On the 
other hand, if the customers;view it to be difficult
i
to use, they may not value shch a delivery channel.
i
• Conservation of time - In the financiail services
industry, the web is used as1 a means of payment or
money transfer that reduces time and cost to both
customers and banks. Rotchanakitumnuai and Speece
(2003) stated that Internet banking is perceived as
I
offering a time saving encouraging Internet banking
adoption.
• Accuracy - Accurately performing services and
I
providing information could help improve service 
reliability (Parasuraman, 1991).If the customers
14
perceive that Internet banking provides accurate
information, and accurate transactions, they may place 
a higher value on the service, which in turn may lead
to higher satisfaction.
• Security - For the Internet banking, Sathye (1999)
also found that the two important factors that make
some' customers not want to use the service are
i
difficulty in use and security concerns. The security
i
concerns do reduce the customer's level of trust,
discouraging them from engaging in online information 
seeking and making online banking transactions.
I
ICustomer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction is an important theoretical as
i
well as practical issue for most marketers and consumer
I
researchers. In today's highly competitive world of
business, customer satisfaction can also be considered the
I
essence of success (Jamal & Naser( 2002). Customer
satisfaction is important to the firm because it is
I
generally assumed to be a significant determinant of repeat
sales, positive word of mouth, and consumer loyalty. As a
I
consequence, organizations search,for ways to monitor their
15
Icustomers' satisfaction levels and collect information on
the "customer voice" (Kekre, et al. 1995).
i
Satisfaction with a product/service is a construct
i
that requires experience and use of a product or service
I
(Oliver, 1997). In Oliver (1997, p. 13), the following 
definition has been proposed as being consistent with the
theoretical and empirical evidence. "Satisfaction is the 
consumer's fulfillment response, it is a judgment that a 
product or service feature, or the product or service
itself, provided (or is providing) a pleasurable level of
consumption-related fulfillment, including levels of under-
or over-fulfillment" (1997, p.13).
-I
Consequences of Customer Satisfaction
1
Increasing customer satisfaction has been found to
i
lead to increasing future revenue,(Anderson, Fornell, &
i
Lehmann 1994). Their finding supports a positive impact of
I
customer satisfaction on the firmZls profitability. The
several key benefits of high customer satisfaction are as
follows. I
Increased Loyalty. Satisfied customers tend to be
i
loyal customers. Increasing the loyalty of the current
I
customer will lead to repurchase In the future and shouldI
I
be reflected in the firm's economic returns because it
16
ensures a steady future cash flowl (Fornell, 1992). In
I
addition, the more loyal customer's become, the longer they
I
are likely to continue to purchas^ from the same supplier
(Fornell, 1992) . j
!
Reduced Price Elasticities. Customer satisfaction 
----------------- - ------------ j
should reduce price elasticities tor current customers,
1
which in turn leads to profitability for a firm (Anderson,
i
Fornell, & Lehmann, 1994). Satisfied customers are more
I
willing to pay for the benefits they receive and are more
likely to be tolerant of increases in price (Anderson,
I
i
Fornell, & Lehmann, 1994). i
Reduction of future costs. Increasing customer
l
satisfaction also has been found to lead to' higher levels
I
of customer retention. Retained customers should be viewed
I
as revenue producing assets for the firm because it does 
not need to spend as much to acquire new customers each
i
period. Satisfied customers are mpre likely to repurchase
i
and engage in line extension. Satisfied customers also are
j
likely to buy in greater volume and purchase other goods
I
and services offered by the firm /Anderson, Fornell, &
I
Lehmann, 1994) . !
Reduces failure costs. High (customer satisfaction
1
should increase profitability by reducing failure costs. A
17
Ifirm that consistently provides high customer satisfaction 
should have fewer resources devoted to handling returns,
i
reworking defective items, and handling and managing
complaints (Anderson, Fornell, & Lehmann, 1994).
I
Lower costs of attracting new customers. The firms
that achieve a high level of customer satisfaction should
lower the costs of attracting new| customers (Fornell,
1992). The high level of customer satisfaction should
produce favorable word of mouth and is recognized as a key
I
influence in the formation of customers' future purchases
intentions (Jamal & Nasser, 2003) '. They are likely to tell
others about their favorable experiences, which in turn has
a positive effect on the cost of attracting new customers.
Dissatisfied customers, on the other hand, are likely to
switch brands and engage in negative word of mouth
I
advertising (Jamal & Nasser, 2003).I
Enhanced reputation. High customer satisfaction also
should enhance the overall reputation for the firm. An
enhanced reputation not only aids in introducing new
products by providing instant awareness, but also benefits
the firm by establishing and maintaining relationships with
i
key suppliers, distributors, and potential allies
i
(Anderson, Fornell, & Lehmann, 1994).
1
18 i
IAntecedents of Customer Satisfaction
i
Understanding the antecedents of customer satisfaction
I
is an important issue for marketers. It also has long been 
a subject of study for consumer research (Anderson & 
Sullivan, 1993; Churchill & Suprenant, 1982; Jamal &
I
Nasser, 2002). Many studies have identified some of the key
antecedents of customer satisfaction.I
IService quality. Research conducted specifically in
I '
the context of financial services) has identified service
quality as an important antecedent of customer
satisfaction. For instance, Jamal! and Nasser (2002) contend
that core and relational dimensions of service quality areI
causal antecedents of customer satisfaction. In a similar
I
vein Lassar et al. (2000) demonstrated that a
technical/functional quality-basepl model of service quality 
is a reliable predictor of satisfaction. Another study by
I
Yavas et al (.2004) also shows that service quality is an
antecedent of satisfaction. If the customers' expectationsi
of service quality are exceeded, a firm will have achieved
i
high level of customer satisfaction. On the other hand, at
the lower satisfaction level, theicustomers are more likely
i
to stop buying from the firm. IJ
1
19
Previous studies suggest that service quality 
demonstrates positive relationships with a number of
i
behavioral intentions either directly or through the 
mediating effect of satisfaction /Cronin et al, 2000) .
Research conducted in the domain bf financial services
i
lends credence to this observation and shows that favorable
perceptions of service quality lead to positive word-of-
mouth, lessening of complaint tendencies and continuity in
bank-customer relationships (Yava's et al, 2004) .I
Expectation. Customer satisfaction is generally
I
described as the full meeting of .one's expectations
I
(Oliver, 1997). Expectations reflect anticipated
performance (Churchill & Suprenant, 1992). The satisfaction 
literature suggests consumers may' have different types of 
expectations when forming opinions about product
performance. The satisfaction increases as the
i
performance/expectation ratio increases (Oliver, 1997). If
the perceived performance exceeds' a customer's
expectations, then the customer f'eels satisfied. On the
other hand, if the perceived performance is bellow the 
expectations, then the customer f'eels dissatisfied.
In addition, in forming expectations, consumers use
past experience and nonexperiential information to
20
II
i
construct forecasts of supplier's| ability to deliver
quality in the future (Anderson, Fornell, & Lehmann, 1994) .
I
This role of expectation is important because the nature of
i
the ongoing relationship between k firm and its customer 
base is such that expected future| quality is critical to
I
i
customer satisfaction as it relates to long-term customer
i
relationships (Anderson^ Fornell, | & Lehmann, 1994.) .
Dis confirmation. The disconfirmation paradigm views
I
satisfaction with products and br,ands as a result of two
I
Icognitive variables: pre-purchase expectations and
I
disconfirmation (Oliver, 1997). Dlisconfirmation refers to
I
the differences between pre-purchjase expectations and post­
purchase perceptions. Disconf irma'tion is determined jointly
i
by the combination of the expectation and actual
i
performance manipulation (Jamal &! Nasser, 2002) .
There is general consensus that disconfirmation is an
important antecedent of satisfaction. Churchill and
i
Suprenant (1992), for example, reported that
disconfirmation positively affects satisfaction. That is,
the more customers perceived the product performing better 
than they expected, the more they become satisfied. Oliver
'(1980) also stated that satisfaction judgments are the
21
emerged as an important aspect of,satisfying customers
(Krishnan, Ramaswamy, Meyer, & Damien, 1999).
Managers in financial services firms are placingI
increased emphasis on customer satisfaction to enhance
customer loyalty for long term profitability and success.
More importantly, the cost of retaining existing customers
by improving the products and services is significantly
lower than the cost of winning new customers (Krishnan,
Ramaswamy, Meyer, & Damien, 1999) J Consequently, the
managers in this industry are increasingly emphasizing the
important of listening to the voice of the customers and
the drivers of customer satisfaction because the feedback
from the customers enables firms to identify their specific
needs and efficiently allocate resources to design products
and services that maximize satisfaction (Kekre et al.
1995) .
Krishnan, Ramaswamy, Meyer, and Damien (1999) stated
that in the financial industry, satisfaction with product
offering is the primary driver of overall customer
satisfaction. They identified four, critical quality
attributes in determining satisfaction with product
offering: ease of opening and closing accounts., product
variety which enables customers to consolidate services in
23
one place, competitive interest rates' and fees, and lucid
information on all products and services. In addition, they 
also indicated five key factors regarding customer 
satisfaction with automated' service delivery which are:
system accessibility, functionality, information
accessibility, human assistance, and speed of execution.
Attitude
According to Solomon (2002), Attitude is a lasting
general evaluation of people (including oneself), objects,
]
and advertisements. An attitude is lasting because it tends
to endure over time. It is general because it applies toI
Imore than a momentary event such as hearing a loud noise,
though you might over time develop a negative attitude
toward all loud noises. Consumers■have attitudes toward a
wide range of attitude objects; from very product-specific
behaviors.
Peter and Olson (2001) defined attitude as a person's
overall evaluation of a concept. An overall evaluation is
formed when consumers combine knowledge, meanings, or
beliefs about a concept.
Attitude has three components: affect, behavior, and
cognition. Affects refers to the way a consumer feels about
24
an attitude object. Behavior involves the person's
intentions to do something with regard to an attitude 
object. Cognition refers to the beliefs.a consumer has
I
about an attitude object.
Attitude Change
The attitude change theory states that attitudes
change when a person receives new information from others
(a cognitive change), through direct experience with the
attitude object (an affective change), and-when a person is
I
forced to behave in a way different than normal (a
behavioral change) (Traindis, 1971). People will develop
favorable attitudes when they receive and believe that new
i
technology is good or useful for them. Consequently, they
will change their behavior and thdir attitude towards thatI
new product, idea, or process.
Attitude can also be changed through persuasion
(Aronson, E., Wilson, D.T., & Akert, M.R., 2004).
Persuasion is the process of a source attempting to change
the attitude of a target. The effectiveness of a persuasive
communication depends on aspects o,f the communicator, or
source of the message, aspects of (the message itself (e.g.,
its content), and aspects of the audience(Aronson, E.,
Wilson, D.T., & Akert, M.R., 2004)'. The nature of the
25
message plays a role in the persuasion process. Sometimes
I
presenting both sides of a story- is useful to help change
attitudes. In addition, people are persuaded more by the
I
strength of the arguments in the communication likewise
they are persuaded more by surface characteristics, such as
the attractiveness of the speaker(Aronson, E., Wilson,
D.T., & Akert, M.R., 2004). People have both the motivation
and the ability to pay close attention to the arguments.
This is likely to occur when the topic of the communication
is high in personal -relevance or when people are high in
the need for cognition.
I
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
This project employed survey' research by using 
questionnaires as an instrument. This chapter will detail 
the methodology used including sample and data collection
method, questionnaire design, measurement of variables and 
data analysis. !
Sample and Data Collection Method
The samples were online Banking customers of Bank of
Ayudhya Co. Ltd. One hundred fifty questionnaires were
I
given to the respondents at three1branches in Bangkok, 
Thailand (Headquarters office, Ploenchit and Silom) during
the period of March 21, 2005 through April 8, 2005. These
I
three sites were selected because,of the increased
likelihood of finding a participant in the target group.
i
The first fifty questionnaires were handed out to
I
customers at the BAY headquarters1 office during March 21-J
25, 2005. The next fifty questionnaires were handed out to
customers at the Ploenchit office1 during March 28-31, 2005.
The last fifty questionnaires were handed out to customers
at the Silom office during April 1-8, 2005.
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Questionnaire I Design
To achieve the purpose of the study, the questionnaireI
was designed to gather relevant information to examine
I
customer attitude and satisfaction with the Internet
I
banking service. The study also examines the relationship
I
between the frequency of Internet banking usage and the
demographical data.
The questionnaire consisted of multiple choice,
1)
checklist and scale questions. The questions in the
i
questionnaire were separated into' four parts. In the first
part, the respondents were asked to answer questions about
i
customers' experience with Internet banking service such as
the frequency of usage, and the service type of usage. The
second part investigated the respondents' attitudes toward
the Internet Banking service. This section consisted of
eight questions asking about the customers' opinion about
Internet banking. The Likert scale was used to indicate a
degree of agreement or disagreement. The scale had five
response categories, ranking from "strongly disagree" to
"strongly agree." The third part consisted of questions
measuring the satisfaction toward the service. The
customers were asked to provide a1, satisfaction measure of 
their experience with the Internet banking service on a 5-
28
point scale ranging form very satisfied (5) to very
■!
dissatisfied (1). In the final part, the respondents were
asked their demographic profile such as age, gender,
education level and income aiming'to reveal the profile of
Internet banking customers. 1
Measurement of Variables
From the Hypothesis, the variables were as follows:
I
Hl: Customers' attitude toward Internet banking 
iservice is positive. i
Dependent Variables: Customers' attitude toward
Internet banking service
Independent Variables: The J dimensions of Internet
i
banking service benefits
H2: Customers satisfied withiInternet banking service
i
is positive.
1
Dependent Variables: Customers' satisfaction with
Internet banking service
I
Independent Variables: The attributes of Internet
banking service
H3: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by demographic data.
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Dependent Variables: The'frequency of Internet 
banking usage
Independent Variables: The]demographic data (age,
i
gender, education)
I
Data Entry and Statistic Analysis
Statistic Package for the Social Science for Windows
(SPSS for Windows Program) was employed for data processing
and statistical analysis. Analysis focused on frequencies, 
cross-tabulations, one sample t-t'est, and Pearson's Product
iI
Moment Correlation Coefficient. 1
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CHAPTER FOUR
results',
This study was conducted under the principle guidelineI
of research methodology. One hundred fifty questionnaires
were handed out to respondents participating in the survey,
however, one hundred twenty three>questionnaires or 82
percent were returned. The data was analyzed using
Statistic Package for the Social Science for Windows (SPSS 
for Windows Program). ,
i
i
Respondents Profile
Table 1 shows the gender composition of respondents.
Out of 123 respondents, there were 66 males or 53.7 percent
and 57 females, an equivalent of 46.3 percent.
Table 1. Respondents Grouped by Gender
Gender Frequency Percentage
Male 66 53.7
Female 57 ‘ 46.3
Total 123 100.0
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Table 2 of the Respondents Grouped by Age shows that
the age group of 36-45 year olds represented the most
frequency, with 29, or 40.7 percent, followed by the 26-35
i
year olds, and 17-25 year olds with a frequency of 44, or
■i
35.8 percent, and 25 or 20.3 percent, respectively. There
I
were 4 respondents or 3.3 percent,who were between the ages
of 46-55 years. i
Table 2. Respondents Grouped by Age
i
Age Frequency Percentage
17-25 year olds 25
i
20.3
26-35 year olds 4 4 ’ 35.8
36-45 year olds 50 I 40.7
45-55 year olds 4
t
3.3
Total 123 ;
]
100.0
Table 3 shows the level of the respondents'' education. 
I
The majority of the respondents or approximately 66.7
percent had a bachelor's degree. The respondents who
possessed a master's degree were 34 or 27.6 percent, while
the total number of high school diploma or less was 7, or
l
5.7 percent. 1
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I1
Table 3. Respondents Grouped by EducationI
Education Frequency
1
Percentage
High school diploma or less ; 7 5.7
College graduated 82 66.7
Master's degree 1 341 27.6
Others 1
Total ‘123 100.0
Table 4 of the Respondents Group by Monthly Income 
shows that a majority of the respondents (40.7 percent) 
reported monthly income in the range of 10,001-20,000 Baht
followed by 38.2 percent of the respondents with a monthly
i
income within the 20,001-30,000 Baht range and 8.9 percent
of the respondents with a monthly [income of 10,000 Baht or
less. The group with a monthly income of 40,001 - 50,000
I
Baht came in fourth with 7.3 percent. The last group is the
respondents with 30,001-40,000 Bath monthly income,
i
representing only 4.9 percent.
I
I
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Table 4. Respondents Grouped by Monthly Income
.Monthly Income Frequency Percentage
10,000 or less : ii 8.9
10,001-20,000 50 40.7
20,001-30,000 47 38.2
30,001-40,000 1• 6 4.9
40,001-50,000
i
i 9 7.3
Total '123
i
100.0
T
!
I
Respondents' Experience with KrungsriOnline
The respondents grouped by length of time using
i
KrungsriOnline shows that users .of the service for a period
I
Iof 6 months to 1 year .scored the most with a frequency of •
44, or 35.8 percent, followed by a period of more than 1 
year with 33.3 percent, and lastly 26.3 percent had used
I
the service for less than a month.; There were 18
I
respondents or 14.6 percent who wdre the users from 1-6I
months (see table 5). 1
I
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Table 5. Respondents Grouped by Length of Time Using 
KrungsriOnline
Period being
Company's Customer
Frequency
(
Percentage
Less than 1 month 20 ' 16.3
1-6 months 18 14.6
6 months-1 year 44 35.8
More than 1 year 41 1 33.3
• Total co Cn 100.0
Table 6 shows the frequency per month of using
f
KrungsriOnline, the result shows that the majority of the
I
respondents (56.1%) use KrungsriOnline 2-3 times per month.
II
Only 25.2% of the respondents useiKrungsriOnline 4-7 times
I
per month while 18.7% of the respondents only use once a
month. 1
I
I.Table 6. The Frequency per Month of Using KrungsriOnline
Frequency Percentage
1 time 23 18.7
2-3 times 1 69 56.1
4-7 times ■ 31 25.2
Total 123 100
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IIt appears from the answers of the respondents to
question 4 of part 1 about Internet usage (table7.), the
I.
major services which respondents use are checking account
balances, view account history, followed by view and print
statement, pay bills, and transfer funds.
Table 7. The Krungsrionline Usage
i
Frequency Percentage
Yes i No Yes No
Check account balances 123 i 0 100 0
View account history 123 J
I
0 100 0
View and print statements' 1041 19 84.6 15.4
Transfer funds 55! 68 44.7 55.3
Make loan payments 4 119 3.3 96.7
Pay bills 74, 49 60.2 ' 39.8
Request stop payment 27 96 22.0 78.0
Check exchange rate 16' 107 13.0 87.0
Wire Transfer
1
o, 123 0 100.0
I
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J
IAttitude toward KrungsriOnline
Table 8 shows customers' attitude toward InternetI
banking service. We can analyze customers' attitude toward
I
KrungsriOnline by the eight statements in the questionnaire
of 123 respondents as follows:
I
• KrungsriOnline is very useful. - The respondents with 
"Neither agree nor disagree"; is the greatest frequency 
with 52.8 percent following by "strongly agree" 28.5
percent. The "agree" and "disagree" are 17.9, and 0.8
percent. The average score fpr the comments is 3.74,
considered as highly agreed attitude.
• KrungsriOnline helps you save times. - Respondents
i
with "agree" is the greatest1 frequency at 47.2
I
percent. The .groups of "strongly agree," and "Neither 
agree nor disagree" are 36.61, and 16.3 percent 
respectively. The average sc'ore for the comments is 
4.20, considered as highly agreed attitude.
• KrungsriOnline is more convenient than tradition. -
The respondents with "agree"1 is the greatest frequency
with 74.0 percent following by the "disagree" of 16.3
percent. The groups of "strongly agree," and "Neither
agree nor disagree" are 2.4, and 16.3 percent
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respectively. The average score for the comments is
3.63, considered as highly agreed attitude.
• KrungsriOnline transactions have lower cost. -
Majority of respondents answered "Neither agree nor
I
I
disagree" by approximately 67.5 percent. The groups of
"agree" and "disagree" are 30.1 and 2.4 percent 
respectively. The average score for the comments is
I
3.28, considered as neutral Attitude.
i
• KrungsriOnline provides responsive service. -
i
Respondents answered the most with "Neither agree nor
disagree" at 63.4 percent, followed by the "agree" of
i
31.7 percent. The groups of "disagree," and "strongly
i
agree" are 4.1 and 0.8 percent respectively. The
average score for the comments is 3.29, considered as
neutral attitude.
I
i
• KrungsriOnline provides up to date information
service. - Respondents answered the most with "Neither
I
agree nor disagree" at 48.8 percent, followed by the
"agree" of 35.8 percent. The groups of "strongly
.agree," and "disagree" are 9|. 8 and 5.8 percent. The
I
average score for the comments is 3.50, considered as
highly agreed attitude. '
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• KrungsriOnline provides accurate information. -
I
Majority of respondents answered the most with
I
"Neither agree nor disagree"! at 63.4 percent-. 4 6.3
!
percent of respondents agreed with this statement. The
i
average score for the comments is 3.46, considered as 
neutral attitude. ,
i
• KrungsriOnline has more flexible ways to search
]
information. - The respondents with "agree" is the 
l
greatest frequency with 66.7ipercent. The groups of 
, 1
"Neither agree nor disagree," and "disagree" are 30.1
and 3.3 percent, respectively. The average score for
i
the comments is 3.63, considered as highly agreed 
attitude. !
Customers' Satisfaction iwith KrungsriOnline
I
Respondents were asked to rate how satisfied they
I
were with KrungsriOnline. From table 9, it can be explained
that customers' satisfaction with,KrungsriOnline from
questions 13 - 20 by 123 respondents as follows:
• Usefulness of information. Respondents answered the
I
most with "satisfied" by approximately 38.2 percent'
followed by the "neutral" of'36.6 percent. The groups
i
of "completely satisfied," and "dissatisfied" are
i
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I23.6, and 1.6 percent respectively. The average score 
of satisfaction is 3.84, considered as highly
I
I
satisfied. i
I
• Ease of finding information. 1 The result showed that 
majority of respondents satisfied with approximately
58.5 percent. Followed by the group of "neutral," and 
"dissatisfied" are 3.01, and 11.4 percent,
respectively. The average score of satisfaction is .
i
3.47, considered as satisfied.
i
• Organization of the website. IRespondents answered the
i
most with "satisfied" by approximately 44.7 percent.
Followed by the group of "neutral," and "dissatisfied"
I
are 31.7, and 23.6 percent. The average score of
satisfaction is 3.21, considered as moderately
satisfied.
• Available products on the web site. Respondents
answered the most with "neutral" by approximately 75.6
percent followed by the "satisfied" of 24.4 percent.
The average score of satisfaction is 3.24,•considered
as moderately satisfied. ,
• Transaction accuracy. Respond'ents answered the most
with "satisfied" by approximately 60.2 percent
40
Ifollowed by the "neutral" of(39.8 percent. The average
score of satisfaction is 3.60, considered as
satisfied. i
• User friendliness. Respondents answered the most withi
"satisfied" by approximately 64.2 percent followed by
the "neutral" of 35.8 percent. The average score of
satisfaction is 3.64, considered as satisfied.
• Transaction benefits. Respondents answered the most
with "satisfied" by approximately 55.3 percent
l
followed by the "neutral" of'44.7 percent. The average
I
score of satisfaction is 3.55, considered as
satisfied. I
1
• Overall satisfaction. Respondents answered the most
with "satisfied" by approximately 55.3 percent 
followed by the "neutral" of '44.7 percent. The average
score of satisfaction is 3.72: considering as highlyI
satisfied.
I
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Table 8. Customer Attitude toward,KrungsriOnline
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N/% N/% N/% , N/% N/%
Is very useful 0 1/0.8 65/52.8;
i
22/17.9 35/28.5 3.74
Help you save 
time
0 0 20/16.31 58/47.2 45/36.6 4.20
Is more
convenience 
than the 
tradition 
banking
0 20/16.3 9/7.3 ; 91/74.0 3/2.4 3.63
Lower cost 
transactions
0 3/2.4 83/67.5 37/30.1 0 3.25
Provides
responsive
service
0 0 78/63.4 39/31.7 1/0.8 3.29
Provides up to 
date
information
0 7/5.7 60/48.8 44/35.8 12/9.8 3.50
Provide
accurate
information
0 0 66/53.7 57/43.6 0 3.46
Has more 
flexible ways 
to search for 
information
0 4/3.33 37/30.1 82/66.7 0 3.63
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ITable 9. Customer Satisfaction toward KrungsrionlineI
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N/% N/% N/%
I
1 N/% N/%
Usefulness
of
information
0 2/1.6 45/36.6 47/38.2i
i
i
29/23.6 3.84
Ease of 
finding 
information
0 14/11.4 37/30.1 72/58.5
i
1
1
0 3.47
Organization 
of the
website
0 29/23.6 39/31.7 55/44.71
I
i
0 3.21
Available 
products on 
the website
0 0 93/75.6 30/24.4
I
0 3.24
Transaction
accuracy
0 0 49/39.8 74/60.2 0 3.60
User
friendliness
0 0 44/35.8 7,9/64.2 0 3.64
Transaction
benefits
0 0 55/44.7 68/55.3 0 •3.55
Overall
satisfaction
0 0 35/25.8 8’7/70.7i 1/0.8 3.72
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Hypothesis testing
In this study, three hypotheses were tested.
Hi: Customers' attitude toward Internet bankingi
service is positive.
H2: Customers satisfied with Internet banking service
i
is positive.
I
H3: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by demographic data.
Testing J,
t
Ho: Customers' attitude toward Internet banking
i ■
service is negative. (|p< 3)
Hi: Customers' attitude toward Internet banking
I
service is positive, (p,> 3)
i
By using the data on question 5-12, the t-test
I
statistical analysis is used to test ,the hypothesis (see
table 10).
44 i
I
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Table 10. T-test Statistical Analysis for Hypothesis 1
Test Value = 3
1
1 95% Confidence
1 Interval of the
The internet
1
Sigi
i
Difference
banking service "^cal Df (2-tailed)
j
■ Mean Lower Upper
Is very useful 9.266 122 .000! 3.74 .58 . 90
Save time 19.042 122
I
.000 4.2 1.08 1.33
More convenience 
than traditional 
banking
8.867 122
1
.0001
1
3.63 0.49 0.77
Have lower cost 6.121 122
1
.0001 3.28 0.19 0.37
Provides ]
responsive 5.858 122 . 000 3.29 0.19 0.39
service
1
Provides up to
7.327 122
1
1.000 3.5 0.36 0.63
date information 1■1
Accurate
10.265 122
1
. 000 3.46 0.37 0.55
information ■I1
Flexible ways to 1
search for 12.852 122 .0001 3.63 0.54 0.73
information iii
i
l
Table 10 shows T-test statistical analysis for
I
hypothesis 1. The results show thht the mean attitude
i
i
I
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Irating exceeds 3.0, the neutral value on a five-point
scale, at a significance level of a = 0.05. We will rejectI
null hypothesis when tcai > t0.05, 122 (1.66).
Ho: Customers'' satisfaction with Internet banking
service is
t
negative, (p,< 3)
H2: Customers' satisfaction with Internet banking
service is positive, (p > 3)
Table 11.
1
T-test Statistical Analysis for Hypothesis 2
Test Value = 31
1
95% Confidence
1
Interval of the
The internet Sigi. Difference
banking service ^-cal Df (2-tailed) Mean Lower Upper
Usefulness of
information
11.56 122 .000
1
3.8,4 .58 . 90
Ease of finding
information
7.543 122
I
. oo’o
1
1
3.47 1.08 1.33
Organization of
the website
2.923 122 .oo‘o
1
1
1
3.21 0.49 0.77
Available products
on the website
6.273 122
1
.000
1
1
3.24 0.19 0.37
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Table 11. T-test Statistical Analysis for Hypothesis 2 
(Continue) !
The internet
banking service
Test Value = 3
i
1
teal Df
1
!
1
sig,.
(2-tailed)
1
Mean
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower Upper
Transaction
accuracy
13.574 122 .000
1
3.60 0.19 0.39
User friendliness 14.8 122 .000 3.64 0.36 0.63
Transaction
benefit
12.282 122 .000 3.55 . 0.37 0.55
Overall
satisfaction
17.186 122 . oo'o
i
3.72 0.54 0.73
Table 11 shows T-test statistical analysis for
hypothesis .2. From the table 11, toe test the hypothesis
i
that the mean satisfaction rating'exceeds 3.0, the neutral
value on a five-point scale, at a, significance level of . a =
i
0.05. In addition, tcai > to.05, 122 (1.66), therefore, the null
hypothesis is rejected which means customers 'satisfaction1
with Internet banking service is positive.
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Ho: The frequency of Internet banking usage is not
affected by their demographic data.
H3: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by demographic!data.
H3.1: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by age.
H3.2: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by gender.
H3.3: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by education.
H3.4: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
I
affected by income.
H3.5: The frequency of Internet banking usage is
affected by occupation.
I
Table 12. Correlation between the, Frequency of Internet 
Banking Usage and Demographic Data
The frequency of Internet
banking usage
versus
Pearson's
R1
Sig.
Age .2241 . 013
Education -.133 . 143
I
I
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Table 12. Correlation between the ' Frequency of Internet 
Banking Usage and Demographic Data (Continue)
The frequency of Internet
banking usage
versus
Pearson's
' R 
i
1
Sig.
Average monthly income ,.229 . Oil
Occupation '.189
i
. 036
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation is used to]■
I
explain this correlation between the frequency of Internet
I
banking usage and demographic data. Five demographics were
tested, including age, gender, level of education, income
and occupation. From table 11, the results show that the
frequency of Internet banking usage is correlated to age (r
I
= .224) at the level of significance 0.05. The results
indicated that the older the respondents, the greater the
frequency of Internet banking usage. The results also
I
showed that the frequency of Internet banking usage is 
correlated to average monthly income (r =' .229) at the
level of significance 0.05 which means the higher in
I
monthly income, the greater the frequency of InternetI
Ibanking usage. Moreover, the results showed that the
frequency of Internet banking usage is correlated to
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Ioccupation (r = .189) at the level of significance 0.05.
The results indicated that the better the occupation of the
respondents, the greater the frequency of Internet banking
usage. Then we accept hypothesis 3.1, 3.4, and 3.5.
However, the results showed that the frequency of
Internet banking is not correlated to gender (r = -.166)
and education (r = -.133) Hence, we reject hypothesis 3.2
and 3.3.
i
i
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ICHAPTER FIVE1
l
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has investigated customers' attitude and
I
satisfaction toward Internet banking service of BAY. Data
was gathered through the completion of questionnaires by
online Banking customers of Bank of Ayudhya Co. Ltd. One
t
hundred fifty questionnaires were1given to the respondents
at three braches in Bangkok, Thailand (Headquarter office,
Ploenchit and Silom) during the period of March 21, 2005
through April 8, 2005. 1
Demographical Data of the Samples
Of the 123 total respondents, they were comprised ofII
53.7 percent male and 46.3 percent female. Majority of the
respondents are in the age range ,of 36-45. Most of them had
i
bachelor degrees and followed by .those with the master's
i
degrees. Most of them had average1 monthly income between
i
10,000-20,000 Baht and followed b'y the group with 20,000-
30,000 average monthly income. In addition, most of them
i
were employed.
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Respondents' Experience 
The results indicate that 35 J percent of the
respondents have been using the Internet banking service
I
between 6 months to 1 year followed by 33.3 percent with
more than 1 year experience in using this service. Majority
of the respondents use Internet banking 2-3 times a month.
I
The major services which the respondents use are check
I
account balances, view account histories, and view andI
Iprint statements. About half of the respondents use this
electronic service to pay bills, ,and transfer funds between
accounts. Others types of services were used by only a few
respondents such as loan payment/ stop payment and wire
transfer. BAY should increase promotion on these Internet
Ibanking services in order to increase Internet usage.
I
Attitude toward KrungsriOnline
The respondents' attitude towards the Internet banking
service was one of moderate approval. A majority of the
respondents agreed that this service helps them save time
I
and is more convenient than tradition banking, followed by
those who agreed that Internet banking provides up to date
, I
information.
I
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Customers' Satisfaction with KrungsriOnline
The customer satisfaction with the Internet banking
I
service was concluded to be in the high degree. The
respondents were most satisfied with the usefulness of
information and followed by transaction accuracy, and 
transaction benefit (cost and time saving). The respondents
were least satisfied with the organization of the website.
I
In order to increase customer satisfaction, Internet 
banking designers should improve the website organization
I
so customers can easily follow the website instruction.
I
Correlation between the Frequency of Internet 
Banking Usage and Demographic Data
■I
The frequency of Internet banking usage is correlated
i
i
to age, average monthly income, and occupation. The results
showed that the frequency of Internet banking is not
i
correlated to gender. Surprisingly, the results showed that
.1
the frequency of Internet banking is not correlated to
education. i
I
Limitations and Recommendations
There are some possible limitations that may have
affected the findings in this study. First, in regard to
the respondents,'this study used a convenient sample of
53 i
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1
only 123 customers in Bangkok. Limitations such as
generalization might occur. Given 1 the potentially
relatively small sample size due.to time limitations, the 
goal of future survey research should utilize an increased
I
sample size in order to reduce generalization nature and 
increase the reliability of the survey findings. Second,
I
respondents may have hesitated to give their,honest answers
I
or ratings because of the uncertainty regarding how the 
information may be used in the future. Respondents may
intentionally misreport theirs answers because of a desire
to provide socially acceptable answers, or please the
interviewer.
Further research may investigate satisfaction of the
II
corporate customer or the factors that influence corporateI
customer adoption. Gaining such the information may help
i
create better relationships between the bank and corporate
customers, or may result in higher switching costs. Through
these, the Internet banking may be able contribute to
grater customer loyalty, which is critical in the
competitive banking industry.
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APPENDIX' Ai
SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE
i
i
i
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Parti: Customer's experience with J Internet Banking. Service 
1. How long have you been banking1 with Bank of Ayudhaya?
______ Less than 6 month
______ 6 months to 1 year
2. How long have you been using
(KrungsriOnline)?
______ Less than 1 month
______ 1 to 6 months
3. In a typical month, how ofte
______ 1 year to 2 year
______ More than 2 year
Internet Banking Service
I
I I
[ ______ 6 months to 1 year
______ More than 1 year
do you use Internet
Banking Service (KrungsriOnline)?
______ 1 time 1 ______ 8 to 10 times
I
______ 2 to 3 times ( ______ More than 10 times
I
4 to 7 times iI
I
4. What banking tasks do you perform using KrungsriOnlineI
(check all that apply)
______ Check account balances
______ View account histories
______ View and print statement
Transfer funds between your accounts
i
______ Make loan payments
______ Pay your bills with Bill Pay
i
______ Request stop payments1
56
______ Check exchange rate
' Wire Transfers
Part2: Attitude toward Internet Banking Service
i
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of
I
the following statements 1
1= Strongly disagree 2= Disagree 3= Neither agree-
nor disagree 4= Agree, 5=Strongly agree
i
The Internet Banking(IB)
I
, 1 2 3 4 5
5. The IB service is very useful. 1
6. The IB helps me save times.
7 . The IB is more convenience 
than the tradition banking.
8. The IB transactions have lower 
cost. 1
9. The IB provides responsive 
service.
10. The IB provides up to date 
information.
11. The IB provides accurate 
information.
12. The IB has more flexible ways ! 
to search for information. 1
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Part3: Satisfaction toward Internet Banking Service
Please indicate how much you satisfied or dissatisfied with
i
each of the following statements 1
t
1= Completely dissatisfied 2= Dissatisfied 3= Neutral
4= Satisfied 5= Completely satisfied
The Internet Banking(IB)
1
1 '
1
2 3 4 5
13.Usefulness of information
14.Ease of finding information
1
15.Organization of the web 
site
-t
1
1
16.Available products on the 
website
1
17.Transaction accuracy 1
1
1
-I
18.User friendliness 1
1
• 1
19.Transaction benefits( time 
and cost saving)
1
20.Overall satisfaction
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Part 4: General information.
21. Age
17-25
26-35
36-45
i
1
46-55
iOver 55
22. Gender
Male Female
23. Education
______ Under high school
______ High school
______ Bachelor degree
Master degree 
Doctoral degree
24. Average monthly income (Baht)
10,000 or le ss
10,001 - 20, 000
20,001 - 30, 000
30,001 - 40, 000
40,001 - 50, 000
50,001 - 70, 000
70,001 - 100 , 000
Higher than 100,
25. Occupation
Student•
______ Employee
Executive
Self-Employed
Professional
Others (Please specify)
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J114P 1: ibsflTllfi'lEQiinfifi'nW Internet Banking Service
I
■I
1. nuil^mmin'iivn^Ti'mfnTinPTm'vii’lT? i
________ tfoonii 6 iflfiu 6 msu -1 il
I
I
______  l il - 2 iJ 'infirm 2 tl
2. KrungsriOnline nhPMEUimTinuTunj'i'b?
________ ueufm l imm ________ : 1-6 imu
6 lf?0U - 1 tl 1 XJIflflQI 1 tl
VTuTmsi'HTU IflO'Uflfu'Wlltfm KrungsriOnline ftuP^EPTmilwmWM'lTa ?
l ns-a
I s'
2-3■------- i
________ 4-7fl54
V
________' 8-10 ATI
innnTi io fif-3
4 . ^fuKinfm KrungsriOnline WluWn ? (inQnflQU^fl^Q^naiW)
i
______ Check account balances
View account histories------ I
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______ View and print statement
______ Transfer funds between your accounts
______ Make loan payments '
I
______ Pay your bills with Bill Pay
r
______ Request stop payments i
i
______ Check exchange rate !
Wire Transfers 1------ !
I
I
tYTUV12: flllXMfll'H'Ufllfifl'hil'tf Internet Banking Service
(1 = lldxJIfl, 2 = HU, 3 = llTUflfl’N, 4 = 0,5 = 03J1fl)
i
The Internet Banking(IB) i 1 2 3 4 5
5. The IB service is very useful. 1
i
6. The IB helps me save times.
i
1
7. The IB is more convenience 1
than the tradition banking. 1
8. The IB transactions have lower , 
cost. I
1
9. The IB provides responsive |
service. 1
1
10. The IB provides up to date i
information. j
i
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I
11. The IB provides accurate 
information.
1
1
1
12. The IB has more flexible ways 
to search for information.
1
1
1
Banking Servicefhuvi 3: ftQIJJWtwlwflfmTS Internet
i 4= MURiei 5=mtmejad'Mlu)
The Internet Banking(IB)
1
1 2 3 4 5
13.Usefulness of information 1
[
1
1
14.Ease of finding information 1
1
15.Organization of the web 
site
1
1
1
16.Available products on the 
website
!
1
17.Transaction accuracy 1
1
1
1
18.User friendliness 1
1
1
19.Transaction benefits( time 
and cost saving)
1
1
1
20.Overall satisfaction
]
1
I
I
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I
?ryuvi4: njauaiiilil '
ai J
I 1
21. IibensuaiEJua-aviTu? •'A A
i
_______17-25  26-35
_______ 36-45 46-55
_______3J1flflTl 5 5 ,
i
22. IibflisiJMfr'mvi'm? !
A
I
_______ _______ ti
I
i
I
i23. 1
A' Al A |
I
3Jfiej3j'H?QflinTi jjBuxiflfnyi
i
ilnuaj'ienl ilsajuj'iln_____ ej ti _____ u w
I
iHttiTU'iiQn
______ c» ei
I
I
i
I
24. siaWoman (urn)? i
10,000 ■HfauaEifiii
10,001 - 20,000
20,001 - 30,000
30,001 - 40,000
40,001 - 50,000
50,001 - 70,000
70,001 - 100,000
jjinnii 100,000
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